WHO WE ARE

We are a global, transdisciplinary community of practice, working to achieve health equity around the world.

The Harvard Global Health Institute (HGHI) is an interfaculty initiative that facilitates collaboration across the Harvard community and partners worldwide to advance global health equity. We tackle the greatest health challenges of our time through innovative transdisciplinary research, education, and partnerships that build knowledge and drive positive change in global health.

WHO WE BRING TOGETHER

Across the Harvard University ecosystem, HGHI convenes global health scholars, researchers, practitioners, and experts whose work spans acute, chronic, and next-gen global health challenges. We are a platform for all at the university who engage and wish to engage in global health.

We partner globally with academic institutions, hospitals, health delivery partners, and community and government leaders to exchange knowledge, pinpoint issues, and craft solutions that address the root causes of global health disparities.

Advancing Excellence & Equity in Global Health

TO LEARN MORE, PLEASE VISIT: GLOBALHEALTH.HARVARD.EDU
WHAT WE DO

Our work is grounded in the fact that researchers, scholars, care deliverers, and communities must inform each others’ work to transform global health at every level.

Global Partnerships

We formalize partnerships with organizations, communities, and individuals around the world to exchange knowledge, collaborate on issues, and strengthen community in global health.

Global Health Service

We collaborate with practitioners involved in the delivery and administration of care at every level to identify critical issues, craft practical solutions, and ensure those solutions reach those who need them most.

Global Health Research

We stimulate research that advances scientific understanding of critical global health issues, generating evidence where none exists and supporting the next generation of researchers.

Global Health Education

We teach, learn, and exchange knowledge, including through global health events, courses, fellowships and internships that support the advancement of global health leaders.
How We Work

Our approach is rooted in our values.

Convening diverse perspectives
to ensure a combination of academic knowledge, interdisciplinary research, and frontline experience are rigorously applied to global health solutions.

Forging collaborative partnerships
with those directly impacted by the issues we work on to develop focused global health solutions that address real challenges.

Striving for equity in all aspects of our work
to operate in a way that is actively anti-racist and anti-colonial, in which multi-disciplinary work can thrive, and approaches are informed by those most impacted.

Using evidence-based methods
to ensure the transformation of global health systems, policies, and practices is informed by the best possible science.

Catalyzing action
that has real-life impact by accelerating global best practice sharing, resource access, and the application of science-based evidence.

Strengthening the global health community at Harvard
by serving as a hub and platform for exceptional research, cross-disciplinary expertise, education, and advocacy in global health.

To learn more, please visit: globalhealth.harvard.edu
OUR PROGRAMS

HGHl programs take on the drivers and outcomes of global health inequity.

Our programs leverage the strength of Harvard’s interdisciplinary global health community and partner network into projects that advance health equity across various global health domains.

HGHl programs and partnership initiatives will naturally evolve as new global health priorities and challenges emerge. Explore our current programs online at www.globalhealth.harvard.edu.

OUR GLOBAL HEALTH FELLOWSHIPS & INTERNSHIPS

LEAD Fellowship: A fellowship specifically designed to equip and elevate women global health leaders from low- and middle-income countries through advanced leadership training and coaching.

Burke Fellowship: A fellowship providing funding for early career faculty across Harvard dedicated to advancing research and teaching at the intersection of global health and climate change to address some of the most challenging health issues facing the world today.

Undergraduate Summer Research and Internship Programs: Opportunities for Harvard undergraduates to connect classroom knowledge and skills to complex issues in the field through placements on the Harvard campus as well as around the world. These range from placements in laboratories and research groups, to field work with hospitals and community health clinics, to office-based internships with NGOs and international organizations.

HOW TO GET INVOLVED

- To learn more about HGHl, visit: globalhealth.harvard.edu
- To inquire about partnerships or donations, email: globalhealth@harvard.edu
- To explore Harvard-wide global health events, programs, courses, and opportunities, visit HGHl’s Global Health Hub: www.harvardghhub.com
- To keep in touch, subscribe to The Insider monthly newsletter at: harvardghhub.com/connect-with-us